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Here are 40+ sudden collapses since Jan. 2021:

#1 The CEO of the OneAmerica insurance company publicly disclosed that during the 3rd and 4th quarters of

2021, death in people of working age (18–64) was 40% higher than it was before the pandemic.

Significantly, the majority of the deaths were not attributed to COVID.

#2 Ed Dowd (@DowdEdward), a former Blackrock portfolio manager and author of the new best-seller Cause

Unknown:

"A 40% increase in deaths is earth-shaking. Even a 10% increase in excess deaths would have been a 1-in-200-year

event. But this was 40%."

amzn.to/3H3bgYn

https://amzn.to/3H3bgYn
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#3 The Society of Actuaries Research Institute published its COVID-19 Mortality Survey Report.

Q3 2021:

•25-34: 181%

•34-44: 217%

•45-54: 208%

•55-64: 170%

Excess deaths increased (red & orange) as the Biden administration and corporations enforced vaccine mandates.

#4 This increase in the death rate of working-age people also appears in the CDC's Mortality database.

@DowdEdward: "From Feb. 2021 to Mar. 2022, millennials experienced the equivalent of a Vietnam war, with

more than 60,000 excess deaths."

usmortality.com

https://www.usmortality.com/

#5 The excess death rate of working-age people also increased in these European nations after mRNA vaccines

were introduced:

•Austria

•Spain

•Italy

•Netherlands

•Denmark

•Belgium

•France

amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic…

https://www.amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic-Sudden-Childrens-Defense/dp/1510776397
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#6 As previously documented, Pfizer has habitually engaged in illegal marketing practices, bribed physicians, and

manipulated studies.

Their Covid-19 trial also shows an *INCREASED* risk of illness & death in the vaccinated group compared to the

placebo.

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat · Follow

If the government takes your tax dollars to pay for a Pfizer 
product... 

Then takes away your rights until you take that Pfizer 
product... 

Then shields Pfizer from any financial liability if you are 
harmed...

Is the government a seamless subsidiary of Pfizer

kanekoa.substack.com @KanekoaTheGreat
1/ THREAD  #PfizerFiles

Pfizer has habitually engaged in illegal and corrupt marketing practices, 
bribed physicians, & suppressed adverse trial results.

This is no secret, yet this fact continues to be brushed under the rug by 
politicians & the media.

kanekoa.substack.com/p/pfizers-hist…

7:53 PM · Jan 5, 2023

21.9K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Read 552 replies

#7 If the healthiest among us are suddenly collapsing, what would that mean for the rest of the population❓
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Florian Dagoury, the world's top static breath-hold freediver, was diagnosed with myocarditis after the Pfizer

mRNA shot.

kanekoa.substack.com/p/world-class-…

World Class Athletes Suffer Vaccine Injuries
Did you know that a Brazilian jiu-jitsu world champion, two Olympic gold medalists, an NBA point guard, and the world's top static breath-
hold freediver have all suffered Covid-19 vaccine injuries?

https://kanekoa.substack.com/p/world-class-athletes-suffer-vaccine

#8 Professional mountain biker, Kyle Warner, was diagnosed with pericarditis after receiving the Pfizer shot.

drdrew.com/2021/kyle-warn…

Kyle Warner – Pro Mountain Bike Racer – Discusses Severe COVID-19 Vaccine Reaction on Ask Dr. Drew | Dr. Drew …
Kyle Warner – Pro Mountain Bike Racer – Discusses Severe COVID-19 Vaccine Reaction on Ask Dr. Drew | | Ask Dr. Drew | |

https://drdrew.com/2021/kyle-warner-pro-mountain-bike-racer-discusses-severe-covid-19-vaccine-reaction-on-ask-dr-drew/

#9 In Nov. 2021, professional football player Emil Palsson, 28, collapsed on the field and suffered a heart attack

during a match in Norway.

independent.co.uk/sport/football…

Footballer collapses from cardiac arrest during game in Norway
Emil Pálsson’s on-field cardiac arrest is the second such incident this year

https://www.independent.co.uk/sport/football/norway-footballer-emil-palsson-cardiac-arrest-b1949583.html

#10 In Sept. 2021, professional football player Wessam Abou Ali, 22, collapsed on the field, had a seizure, and was

rushed to the hospital.

thesun.co.uk/sport/football…

Wessam Abou Ali rushed to hospital after collapsing on pitch as match abandoned
A DANISH footballer was rushed to hospital today after collapsing on the pitch during a game. Wessam Abou Ali was playing for second-
division side Vendyssel FF against Lyngby when the horrific inci…

https://www.thesun.co.uk/sport/football/16111216/wessam-abou-ali-vendyssel-collapse-pitch/
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#11 In May 2022, undefeated boxer Musa Askan Yamak, 38, collapsed and died in the middle of the ring during a

fight in Munich.

#12 In Dec. 2021, Algerian football player Sofiane Lokar, 30, collapsed on the field and died of a heart attack.

gulftoday.ae/sport/2021/12/…

Algerian football player Sofiane Lokar dies of heart attack during match
The incident took place during his team's match against Oran Association, on Saturday, in the Algerian second division league.

https://www.gulftoday.ae/sport/2021/12/25/algerian-football-player-sofiane-lokar-dies-of-heart-attack-during-match

#13 In Jan. 2022, Mali star Ousmane Coulibaly, 32, suffered a heart attack on the pitch and was given emergency

medical attention as the match was abandoned.

thesun.co.uk/sport/17263117…

Mali ace Ousmane Coulibaly, 32, suffers heart attack on pitch as match abandoned
MALI star Ousmane Coulibaly has suffered a heart attack during a league game in Qatar. The 16-cap international was playing for Al
Wakrah during their QNB Stars League clash with Al Rayyan. But in …

https://www.thesun.co.uk/sport/17263117/ousmane-coulibaly-heart-attack-emergency-match-abandoned/

#14 In Oct. 2021, FC Barcelona star Sergio Aguero, 33, collapsed on the field due to chest pain and breathing

issues that have since forced him to retire.
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#15 In Dec. 2021, Manchester United defender Victor Lindelöf, 28, struggled to breathe, pointed to his heart, and

was taken off the field with apparent chest pain.
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thesun.co.uk/sport/football…

Lindelof in worrying heart scare after suffering chest pains vs Norwich
VICTOR LINDELOF suffered a worrying heart scare as he was helped off in Manchester United’s win over Norwich. The defender dropped
down in discomfort and had his hand on his chest when United…

https://www.thesun.co.uk/sport/football/17012211/victor-lindelof-heart-scare-man-utd/

#16 In Nov. 2021, Sheffield United midfielder John Fleck, 31, collapsed on the field and had to be rushed to the

hospital.

He received oxygen for nearly 10 minutes before being taken away in an ambulance.

express.co.uk/sport/football…
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John Fleck rushed to hospital after Sheffield United star collapses
John Fleck was rushed to hospital after collapsing during Sheffield United's match at Reading on Tuesday.

https://www.express.co.uk/sport/football/1525975/John-Fleck-collapses-hospital-Sheffield-United-news

#17 In Sept. 2021, University of Ottawa defensive lineman Francis Perron, 25, died shortly after a football game.

cbc.ca/news/canada/ot…

University of Ottawa Gee-Gees football player dies after game | CBC News
The University of Ottawa says Francis Perron, 25, died shortly after the team's season opener in Toronto on Saturday.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/usports-ottawa-gee-gees-francis-perron-dies-1.6182332

#18 In Nov. 2021, professional hockey player Boris Sadecky, 24, died after suffering a heart attack during a game

in Austria.

Damar Hamlin is one of the hundreds of athletes that collapsed on the field these last two years.

iihf.com/en/news/30048/…

IIHF - Sadecky suffers fatal attack
Slovak forward tragically passes away

https://www.iihf.com/en/news/30048/sadecky_suffers_fatal_attack

#19 For every athlete who collapses on television, there are potentially thousands that are being harmed.

The US Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that 3 million Americans have been disabled since Jan. 2021.

This is a breathtaking record increase.

fred.stlouisfed.org/series/LNU0007…

Population - With a Disability, 16 Years and over

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/LNU00074597
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#20 In Mar. 2022, the world's #2 female golfer Nelly Korda, 23, was diagnosed with blood clots.

@DowdEdward documents more than 500 examples of athletes and public figures collapsing and dying in his

book.

Tragically, they are the tip of the iceberg.

amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic…

https://www.amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic-Sudden-Childrens-Defense/dp/1510776397

#21 Onnit CEO @AubreyMarcus on Cause Unknown:

"These are real people. These are not just numbers. Excess deaths are not some statistic alone. Every single point

is someone with a life and a history, a mother and a father, and children and friends..."
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Why Are Healthy People Dying Suddenly Since 2021? w/ Ed DowdWhy Are Healthy People Dying Suddenly Since 2021? w/ Ed Dowd

#22 We are living through the greatest experiment that has ever been performed in the history of medicine...

And it is being performed on human beings.

@P_McCulloughMD @RWMaloneMD @RobertKennedyJr @fynn_fan @stkirsch @GenFlynn @ZubyMusic
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@ginacarano @RobSchneider @elonmusk

#23 FDA panel member and NEJM editor-in-chief, Dr. Eric Rubin, moments before he voted to approve the Pfizer

mRNA shots for children:

"We're never gonna learn about how safe the vaccine is unless we start giving it — that's just the way it goes."
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#StopTheShots

#24 Oscar Cabrera, 27, a professional basketball player in Spain, collapsed to the floor and began convulsing in

Dec. 2021.

#25 Standup comedian Heather McDonald collapsed and fractured her skull during a show in Feb. 2022.

The comedian joked, "I don’t mean to brag, I know you don’t care, but I want you to know, I’m vaxxed, double
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vaxxed, boosted, and flu shot" moments before collapsing.

#26 Professional soccer player Fabrice N’Sakala, 32, collapsed on the pitch on Aug. 21, 2021.

N’Sakala, who had no history of heart or breathing problems, required extensive treatment on the field before

being taken away in an ambulance.

dailymail.co.uk/sport/sportsne…

Besiktas defender N'Sakala in a stable condition after COLLAPSING
N'Sakala required extensive treatment after going down in the 70th minute of the Turkish Super Lig clash, with an ambulance eventually
taking the 31-year-old to hospital.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/sportsnews/article-9916337/Besiktas-defender-Fabrice-NSakala-stable-condition-COLLAPSING-game-Gaziant…

#27 In Aug. 2022, Muhammad Al-Qahtani, a Saudi billionaire residing in the United Arab Emirates, was giving a

speech at the Arab-African Conference in Cairo when he suffered a cardiac arrest and died midspeech.
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nypost.com/2022/08/10/sau…

Saudi businessman Muhammad Al-Qahtani dies mid-speech in shocking video
Shocking video has captured the moment a businessman collapsed and died while giving a speech at a conference in Egypt.

https://nypost.com/2022/08/10/saudi-businessman-muhammad-al-qahtani-dies-mid-speech-in-shocking-video/

#28 Brazilian anchor Rafael Silva, 36, collapsed and suffered a cardiac arrest during a live transmission.

Jan. 2022

#29 Rafael Silva posted "long live the third dose" across his social media pages days before his heart attack.

According to Reuters, "the incident was not related to the vaccine" instead, "it was caused by a newly diagnosed
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malformation in his heart."

Rafael Silva
@RafaJornalista · Follow

Viva a Terceira dose.
Sinto muito pela pessoas que não tiveram essa 
oportunidade. 
Vacinas salvam Vidas.

3:55 PM · Dec 28, 2021 from Varginha, Brasil

377 See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Read 662 replies

#30 Fun Fact: James C. Smith, CEO of Thomson Reuters and Chairman of the Thomson Reuters Foundation, is

also a member of Pfizer's Board of Directors.

#31 Eva Holzleitner, an Austrian MP, collapsed in parliament after saying, "mistrust of vaccination is unfounded."

Oct. 2021

Austria mandated forced mRNA shots and scrapped the plan months later, saying, "no one is getting vaccinated
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because of the compulsory vaccination."

#32 New York City Marathon leader Daniel Do Nascimento collapsed at mile 21 and required medical attention.

Nov. 2022

#33 Cricketer Joshua Downie, 24, brother of British Olympian gymnasts Becky and Ellie, died after suffering a

heart attack at practice.

May 2021

bbc.com/news/uk-englan…
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Josh Downie: Cricketer, 24, dies after heart attack at practice
Josh Downie's mother describes him as the "kindest boy" and "beautiful, inside and out".

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-57058626

#34 University of Wisconsin-Whitewater basketball player Derek Gray, 20, dropped dead at practice from a

'cardiac event.'

July 2022

dailywire.com/news/college-b…

College Basketball Player, 20, Drops Dead From ‘Cardiac Event’

https://www.dailywire.com/news/college-basketball-player-20-drops-dead-from-cardiac-event

#35 Omani professional soccer player Mukhaled Al Raqadi, 29, suffered a heart attack and died on the field.

Dec. 2021

thenationalnews.com/gulf-news/oman…

Condolences pour in for Omani footballer Mukhaled Al Raqadi who died on the pitch
Al Raqadi, 29, collapsed while warming up for a league match

https://www.thenationalnews.com/gulf-news/oman/2021/12/28/condolences-pour-in-for-omani-footballer-mukhaled-al-raqadi-who-died-on-the-pit…

#36 A month later, a second Omani professional soccer player Munther Al-Harassi, 30, died following a heart

attack on the field.

Jan. 2022

euroweeklynews.com/2022/01/27/oma…

Second Oman footballer dies following a heart attack
A second footballer from Oman dies following a heart attack. OMAN professional football player Munther Al-Harassi, 30, who played for Al
Rustaq FC, dies

https://euroweeklynews.com/2022/01/27/oman-footballer-dies-heart-attack/

#37 Rugby player Alex Evans, 31, collapsed and died from a heart attack on the field.

Aug. 2021

thesun.co.uk/news/15939320/…
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Rugby player, 31, collapses and dies on pitch during memorial game
TRIBUTES have been paid to a Welsh rugby player who collapsed and died during a memorial game. Father-of-one Alex Evans was
playing for Cwmllynfell at their home ground, Parc y Bryn in Neath Port T…

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/15939320/welsh-rugby-player-alex-evans-died/

#38 Mariasofia Paparo, 28, a professional Italian swimmer, died of a heart attack.

April 2022

unionesarda.it/en/italy/maria…

Mariasofia Paparo, swimmer struck down by a heart attack at 28 - L'Unione Sarda English
The tears of the companion, the condolences of an entire city. She would graduate on April 28

https://www.unionesarda.it/en/italy/mariasofia-paparo-swimmer-struck-down-by-a-heart-attack-at-28-vwrssc8g

#39 @DowdEdward: "By showing all of these individual stories... we wanted to put a human face on it and really

connect people with what's going on... These are real young people dying in the prime of their life on the field."

amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic…

https://www.amazon.com/Cause-Epidemic-Sudden-Childrens-Defense/dp/1510776397

• • •
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1. THREAD: THE TWITTER FILES: HOW TWITTER

RIGGED THE COVID DEBATE – By censoring info that was

true but inconvenient to U.S. govt. policy – By discrediting

doctors and other experts who disagreed – By suppressing

ordinary users, including some sharing the CDC’s *own data*

2. So far the Twitter Files have focused on evidence of

Twitter’s secret blacklists; how the company functioned as a

kind of subsidiary of the FBI; and how execs rewrote the

platform’s rules to accommodate their own political desires.

Read 41 tweets

David Zweig
@davidzweig

Dec 26, 2022

1.THREAD: The Twitter Files How Twitter Let the

Intelligence Community In

2.In August 2017, when Facebook decided to suspend 300

accounts with “suspected Russian origin,” Twitter wasn’t

worried. Its leaders were sure they didn’t have a Russia

problem.

3.“We did not see a big correlation.” “No larger patterns.” “FB

may take action on hundreds of accounts, and we may take

ti 25 ”

Read 34 tweets

Matt Taibbi
@mtaibbi

Jan 3

1/ THREAD🚨 #PfizerFiles Pfizer has habitually engaged in

illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribed physicians, &

suppressed adverse trial results. This is no secret, yet this fact

continues to be brushed under the rug by politicians & the

media. kanekoa.substack.com/p/pfizers-hist…

2/ Pfizer’s CEO @AlbertBourla claimed during a November

2021 interview that a group of “medical professionals”

intentionally circulating “misinformation” critical of the

Pfizer vaccine were “criminals.” The Pfizer CEO must have

Read 41 tweets

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

Jan 3

1.THREAD: The Twitter Files Twitter and the FBI “Belly

Button”

2.By 2020, Twitter was struggling with the problem of public

and private agencies bypassing them and going straight to

the media with lists of suspect accounts.

3.In February, 2020, as COVID broke out, the Global

Engagement Center – a fledgling analytic/intelligence arms

f th St t D t t t t th di ith t

Read 40 tweets

Matt Taibbi
@mtaibbi

Jan 3
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Practice here first or read more on our help page!

More from @KanekoaTheGreat

THREAD🚨 #BidenLaptop What do Hunter Biden, Ghislaine

Maxwell, and R. Kelly have in common❓ Federal sex

trafficking. Ghislaine got 20 years, R. Kelly got 30 — what

will happen to Hunter❓ kanekoa.substack.com/p/what-do-

hunt…

#2 The @MarcoPolo501c3 report features 630 pages, 2,020

citations, and 459 crimes committed by the Biden family &

their business associates. It has been sent to the House,

Read 12 tweets

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

15h

THREAD🚨 Did the Bidens sell classified documents to

Chinese intelligence? Hunter has repeatedly acknowledged

that he worked for Chinese intelligence. "My representation

of the f*ckin spy chief of China."

Read 17 tweets

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

Jan 16

🚨#PfizerFiles On the left is current Pfizer board member

@ScottGottliebMD. On the right is the former FDA

Commissioner in charge of regulating Pfizer. Pfizer got tired

of paying billions in criminal fines, so they bought the FDA

Commissioner. Why not, right❓

2/ As a Pfizer board member, it is Scott Gottlieb's fiduciary

duty to maximize Pfizer's profits. Scott Gottlieb is also a paid

CNBC "medical expert." Despite the scientific literature, Scott

Read 10 tweets

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

Jan 9

FLASHBANG🚨 Capitol Police threw flashbangs into a

peaceful crowd 20 minutes before any rioting started. This

was followed by rubber bullets, tear gas, and pepper spray. Is

this how you use stun grenades on a peaceful crowd or is this

how you incite a riot❓ @iheartmindy

Read 8 tweets

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

Jan 7

@dwr on the bull case for @elonmusk at @twitter: •Twitter is

best for distribution •A lot of potential for video •How do you

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

Jan 4

1/ THREAD🚨 #PfizerFiles Pfizer has habitually engaged in

illegal and corrupt marketing practices, bribed physicians, &

suppressed adverse trial results. This is no secret, yet this fact

continues to be brushed under the rug by politicians & the

media. kanekoa.substack.com/p/pfizers-hist…

kanekoa.substack.com
@KanekoaTheGreat

Jan 3
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Read 4 tweets

2/ Pfizer’s CEO @AlbertBourla claimed during a November

2021 interview that a group of “medical professionals”

intentionally circulating “misinformation” critical of the

Pfizer vaccine were “criminals.” The Pfizer CEO must have
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